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Workshop 2 façade: Vienna, Austria

Context analysis

1. Form

• The proposed structural design creates flexibility for the 
façade design, which gives us the opportunity to create 
diverse domains through the interior design.

• With the proposed structural design, we can use the deep 
and operable façade to create sheltered spaces for 
neighbors and even pedestrians.

• Also, the structure achieves the connection between the 
courtyard and urban space, and the corridor could rich the 
public space.

Jiali Li and Xueming Liu



Workshop 2 façade: Vienna, Austria

Context analysis

2. Place

This proposed structural design provides opportunities for 
façade design where people can walk, engage in leisure 
activities or socialize. Compared with the existing design, the 
undesigned facade is just a monotonous urban background, 
not a place for diverse urban life.

3. Territory levels

The structure design create diverse territory levels by 
using corridors links the courtyard and pedestrian.

Jiali Li and Xueming Liu



Workshop 2 façade: Vienna, Austria

1. Façade design: Deep and operable façade

2. Place

This proposed structural design provides opportunities for façade design 
where people can walk, engage in leisure activities or socialize. 
Compared with the existing design, the undesigned facade is just a 
monotonous urban background, not a place for diverse urban life.

3. Territory levels

The structure design create diverse territory levels byusing corridors 
links the courtyard and pedestrian.

Jiali Li and Xueming Liu



Workshop 2 façade: Vienna, Austria

1. Façade design: Façade for mental health

2. Place

This proposed structural design provides opportunities 
for façade design where people can walk, engage in 
leisure activities or socialize. Compared with the existing 
design, the undesigned facade is just a monotonous urban 
background, not a place for diverse urban life.

3. Territory levels

The structure design create diverse territory levels 
by using corridors links the courtyard and pedestrian.

Jiali Li and Xueming Liu
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

Original Plan

Zhuang Peida, Chen Guojin, Gu Jiacheng, Wu Zhuoying
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

Ground floor: Cafe / Bar

CONCEPT:

Nomadic / Sedentary:

Round Table / Square Platform

A primitive bar, symbolizing a return to the origin 
of architecture, is erected in the center of the space; it 
is where the coffee or drinks are prepared and served, 
and forms the visual and circulatory focal point of the 
project.
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

Ground floor: Cafe (Day)

Space Hierarchy : Divide Space by Space

Continue the idea of the structure in the middle 
along with the street and the inner courtyard.

A completely open interactive interface is created 
around the inner courtyard.
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

Ground floor: Bar (Night)

Flexibility : Large and Fully Opened Space

When a music band is playing, the interior space can be 
fully opened up.

The seating is arranged around the band.

The stage looks out across the bar.

The view of the performance space can be continued 
further into the inner courtyard.
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

Ground floor: Café during the day

/ Bar at Night

Transparency: Foldable Perforated 
Aluminium Partition Wall

Fold up all the partition walls and rearrange the furniture 
on the nights that the band plays.

A large, completely open space is gained indoors, and the 
performance space further activates the inner courtyard 
space.

Gu Jiacheng
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Night



Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

1st floor: Residence

Flexibility: Movable furniture/ Changeable 
facade

The two separate core tubes provide a better entry 
experience for the residence, and the atrium in the 
middle of the two residences also brings green vitality to 
the living space. The living room can easily connect to the 
community atrium. If these two households are familiar 
enough with each other, they can even open the folding 
door facing the courtyard at the same time to gather or 
dine in the communal courtyard

Toilet and kitchen functions are located around the core 
tube. Continuing the facade design concept, the living 
room and balcony can be switched between indoor and 
outdoor.
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

1st floor: Residence

Space Hierarchy: Flexible layout
Residents can change the spatial hierarchy system 
according to their own needs. 

Young household: on the left is a young person who loves 
to hold parties, with one toilet, an open kitchen, and a bar. 
The living space, dining room, kitchen, and game room 
are separated by movable boards surrounding the column.

Parent household: Privacy is more important, with 
primary and secondary bathrooms and walk-in 
cloakrooms provided. They often receive guests more 
formally. As the mobile board is closed, they can dine with 
guests in the restaurant, providing the integrity of private 
flow lines while ensuring the needs of guests, such as the 
use of guest washroom

Zhuang Peida
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Zhuang Peida
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

1st floor: Residence

Space Hierarchy: Flexible layout

Young household: Opening the partition can connect 
three spaces to provide a circular streamline for the party. 
The balcony can also be used as a smoking area for 
parties. They can even open folding doors facing the 
courtyard to extend the party to the courtyard while their 
parent close them

Parent household: After the meal, they can open the 
mobile board to open the living room and rest area to the 
guests. By opening the folding windows on the facade, 
the living room will also become a semi outdoor space



Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

1st floor: Residence

Renderings and axo

Zhuang Peida



Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

2nd floor: Dormitory

Flexibility: Rotating Partition

/ Movable door window
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

2nd floor: Dormitory

Flexibility: Rotating Partition

/ Movable door window
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

2nd floor: Dormitory

Space Hierarchy: Flexible layout

Young household: Opening the partition can 
connect three spaces to provide a circular streamline for 
the party. The balcony can also be used as a smoking area 
for parties. They can even open folding doors facing 
the courtyard to extend the party to the courtyard while 
their parent close them

Parent household: After the meal, they can open 
the mobile board to open the living room and rest area to 
the guests. By opening the folding windows on the 
facade, the living room will also become a semi outdoor 
space
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

2nd floor: Dormitory

Space Hierarchy: Flexible layout

Young household: Opening the partition can 
connect three spaces to provide a circular streamline for 
the party. The balcony can also be used as a smoking area 
for parties. They can even open folding doors facing 
the courtyard to extend the party to the courtyard while 
their parent close them

Parent household: After the meal, they can open 
the mobile board to open the living room and rest area to 
the guests. By opening the folding windows on the 
facade, the living room will also become a semi outdoor 
space
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

3rd floor: Office / Studio

Flexibility: Glazed box / Movable door
Except for the core structure that had been designed, this 
office is aimed to provide an open working atmosphere. 
In order to make full advantage of the free plan with 
columns, no extra structure wall is added except the 
structure bay nearby the pedestrian. The Glazed box are 
movable as functional wall provide more possibility for 
working experience. Moreover, such transparent space 
give the space more brightness and fresh air and enhance 
people's interaction.
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

3rd floor: Office / Studio

Porosity working space – Office time

Those Glazed-shelf boxes are composed by 
sliding doors and their placement divides the 
entire interior space into more small open 
office Spaces that are connected to each other. 
When the boxes are closed, the interiors can 
be used as private office, meeting and leisure 
Spaces for small groups. The rest of the office 
space still maintains continuous and multi-
level office experience.
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

3rd floor: Office / Studio

Flowing display space – Leisure/Open time

When the moving doors of these boxes are 
opened, the whole space is connected, and 
the relationship between people's movement 
and sight is enriched. Partition walls can be 
used as display walls. Different compartments 
allow for different activities and 
communication.

Wu ZhuoyingCourtyard

Pedestrain

Private
Public / Corridor
Open Courtyard
Facility
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Exhibition

Activity space

Chatting
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Workshop 3 Interior design: Vienna, Austria

3rd floor: Office / Studio

Wu Zhuoying

Open – Leisure / Exhibition

Close – Working hour

From corridor

From Box
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